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CHAPTER- IX 

Concluding Note : Hume - Kant Linkage througl1 Imagination 

Hume• s theory o:f mental activity reaches its fUllest 

development in his treatment o:f our belief in material. 

objects. The argument is carric:tl on in several different 

passages in Book I o:f the Treatise, a.lld a great deal of 

restatement and interpretation is neEded to present it 1n 

coherent form. The first passage is a d !scussion of substan

ce which comes as part o:f an exrun!nat!on o:f relations, mcxl. es, 

substances, and abstract ideas in Part I. It !s little more 

than a page ~ length, and the laconic manner !11 wh~.ch it 

proc eEt1s suggests that Hume d!cl not consicler his views espe

cially original. lievertheless, his remarks are exceptionally 

suggestive, albeit brief. 

What is our idea of substance ? asks Hume (p.l5). 

Does it derive from an impression of sensation or of reflec

tion (p.l6) ? Surely neither, he answers, for no one impre

ssion is the origin o:f the !d ea of a substauc e. Hence 1 t must 

be an idea of "a collection of particular qualities" (p.l6). 

To the qualities, or their ideas in our mind, is attachsl a 

name, by which we may reaaJ.l aJ.l or some of then whes.l nece

ssary. As we learn more about those qualities which bear an 

!ntima.te relation to the given colleation, our idea of it 

expands, ancl the ntunber of ideas which its name recalls 

becomes larger. Thus, a first idea of gold may !nclucle the 

qualities yellow, hard, and heavy. When the qualitY' or solu

bility in aqua regia is learned, this is add to the collection, 
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and bene efortll the word "gold" is o.apable of calling it to 

mind. 

Now Hwne aclcls a highly sigllii'icant sentence, which 

WlfortWlately is left without comment : "The principle of 

wiion (of the qualities) being regard~l as the chief part 

of the complex iden, gives entrance to whatever quality after

wards occurs, and is equally comprehencla:l by it, as are the 

others, which first presents:l thE'Jilselvestt (p.l6). Ideas of 

substance are clistinguisha:l by this fact from ideas of modes. 

Modes are also colleetions of qualities, to be sure. But.the 

qualities are either not closely colllleeted by the relations 

of contigUity and causation - Hume offers the example of a 

dance- or else are Wlited together, bttt in such a way that 

"the Wli ting principle is not regard Ed as the foundation of 

the complex idea" (p.l7). To introduce a new quality, there

fore, destroys the particular Wlity to which the·name is 

attachs:l, and occassions a new name. Thus an arranger.tent of 

colors may be beautiful, but the beauty is not a substance. 

For if it were, one could attach other relats:l qualities to 

the collection withottt destroying the iclea of the beauty. 

\Vhnt in fact happens, of course, is that any acldition or 

subtrootion produces a new iclea - of an equal beauty, perhaps, 

but different from the old iclea (p.l7). On the other hand, 

one can subtract from or add to the qualities of a substance 

. without thereby cl estroying its Wli ty. A man is still the same 

substance whether he gains weight cuts his hair, geta a tan, 

or even loses several limbs. so, too, for other substru1ces. 

They r~ain the "same thillg11 through a variety of changes. 
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Indeed, on Hume' s view it would make no sense to speak of 

le..~ing about a thine, Wlless our cone ept of it were in 

some way more than an ic:lea of the qun?-ities we conceive it 

to possess. For othei'Wise an add~1 qtlo.lity would be po.rt of 

a new t,hing, not a new qua.li ty of tlle old thing. 

Three questions are raise-:1 by Hume' s preliminary 

analysis of the icl ea. of' substance. First, what is the 

"principle of Wlion11 by which the imagination Wlites the 

qualities of a substance ? Second, how does the imagination 

fo:rm the principle of Wlion ? And third, what clo~s :t:Iwne mean 

by his statement that. the principle of Wlion is the "chief 

part 11 of the idea of a substance ? 

The principle of Wlion is describ~l by liume as being 

the manner in which the various qualities 11are Wlitai by 

the irnaginatiolt, and have a particlllar name assigned to them, 

by which we are able to reaall, either to ourselves or other-s, 

that. collection" (p.16). This description is so rsnarkably 

similar to the account of "abstract icleas" given in the ve~y 

next section or the Treatise that I shall draw on 'that accow1t 

for an expru1sion o.:t' Hume1 s brief analysis of substance. yY!ly 

he did not himself' Wlite the two is a mystery, for he would 

thereby have strengthetled co11siclerably his entire theory of 

our cone epts of obj eats. 

In the light of the sootio11 "Of Abstract Ideasn we can 

construct the £allowing interpretation of Hwne' s view of the 

unity of a substance. The "principle of Wlion11 is a habit or 

custom of the mind to which is attache-:1 a word. The habit 

determines the mind to reproduce !11 imagination 011e or more 
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of a set of ideas, when the word for that set has been 

utter~ or thought or otherwise invoka:l. Once the mind has 

formEd the habit, it can reinvoke it at will, and by 11one 

of the most extraordinary ciroumstances" of tle mind's powers 

(p.2l), a false assertion about the membersllip of the set 

will often provoke the mind to reproduce just that member 

which will effectively belie the ascription. Thus, if the 

mind ascribes the quality o.f dryness to water, it will imrn.e

cliately rooall the idea of wetness without rwming through 

the qualities o.f coldness, lucidity, and so forth. It will, 

furthermore, rEOognise the idea of wetness as having been 

c alleil forth by the habit as soc iat~l w! th the worcl "water". 

Hurne cloes not pretend to know how or why this delicate capa

city is prosessEil by the mind. He says that "To explain the 

ultimate causes o.f our mental actions is impossible. :ftiUB 

11 'Tis sufficient, if we can give any satisfactory accow1t 

of thO!! from experience a11d a11alogy" (p.22). 

Returning to Hume' s example, we see that the mind has 

formed the habit of calling up yellowness, wei$}.lt, malleabi

lity, and fttsibility when it conceives the wo:rd "gold". 

These seYeral ideas are WlitEd solely by the millcl' s habit, 

though they are assooiat~l by the relations of contiguity ancl 

causation (p.16). We are brought them to the se:::oncl of' our 

three questions : how does the imaginatioll form the habit -
which Wlites the qualities ? The f'ull answer to this question 

is only developed by Hwne in Part IV of Book I, which I shall 

examille presently. In this earlier sex:tion, however, he 

indicates the line which his argument will take. The difference 
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between the qualities of a substance anc1 those of a mocle, 

lle tells us, 

Consist(s in this, that the particular qualities, which 
form a substance, are c omrnonly refer• d to an Wlknown 
something in which they are supposed to inhere; or 
granting this fiction should not talte place, are at 
least supposg-1 to :be gloselv qnd insep~ably connEP
ta;l bv the relations gf contiguity and causation 
(p.~G). 

As in the case of causal inference, the mind .forms a habit 

of reproducing perceptions as the result or certain perceivEd 

relations of' objects. 

Finally, in what sense is the habit or principle of 

Wlion the chief part of the icl ea of' a substance ? A possible 

answer is that Hwne means to call the principle o.r Wlion a 

necessary condition of the idea of the substance. The idea, 

to be sure, must contain some quality-ideas, for otherwise it 

would consist of' a principle of' Wlion with nothing to Wlif'y. 

The mind would have a habit of' reprocluct_ion with did not 

dispose it to reproduce anything at all. But among the seve

ral qualities which we impute to a substance, no single 011e 

is essential to our cone eptio11. One rnru11 s idea of' golc:1 may 

inclucle the qualities yellowness, heaviness, malleability; 

another• s cone eption might omit the color yellow and yet 
.. 

include solubility in acid, and so on. The principle of Wlion, 

on the other hand, is a n~ essary el·EJnent in th:e iclea o.r a.tly 

substance. It is .for this reason that it is the 11chie.f part" 

of the idea. If it is omite=l, the mincl is left with an WlStru

cturE1l assortment of ideas which are not bound up in any 

manner warranting the assignment of a speeial nome. 
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The major discussion of the belief in material objects 

occurs in the long section, "Of scepticism with regnrcl to the 

senses, u which forms the core of Part rv. Hwne de:f.'ines his 

subject as 11the causes which induce us to believe in the 

existence o:f.' body ••• , " :f.'or, as he says a :f.'eW lines earlier : 

He may well ask What causes incluc e us to believe 
in the exist€ilc e of bocly ? but 1 tis in vain to ask 
Whether there be bocly or not ? That is a point~ which 
we must truce for grnnt€(1 in all our reasollings\.p.l87) 

Specifically, it is our belief in the continued and 

independent existence of boclies which neEds explanation. As 

this belief does not arise from the impressions alone, it 

must arise 11from a concurrence of some of their qualities 

with the qtlalities of the imagination" (p.l94). flume disco

vers two kinds of regularity in ottr impressions : constancy 

Qlld coherence. Constancy is the simpler, for it depends 

solely upon the repetition of resembling impressions, which 

coherence depends npon a second-order regularity, nru!lely cons

tunc y of the principle of alteration. Nevertheless, Hwne 

discusses coherence first. 

It :Crequently happens that an impression which has in 

the past been regularly associata:l with another will make an 

appearance in perception alone, thereby "contradicting" past 

experience. For example, the sound of a squeaking door, if 

not accompani€!1 by a sight of the door, runs against the 

past experience in which the two have been c onjoina:l. In 

order to preserve the coherence of my experiEnce, I assume a 

door (or, better, the visual aspect of a door) to exist, even 
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thought I do not perceive it. This would seen to involve a 

new propensity or the mind (p.l98). 

But, Hume annoWlces, the propensity to preserve and 

extend coherence is very different from the cnstoms m1d 

habits which explained causal belief (p.197). Mere habit 

can explain a belief only in what is actually inculcat~ by 

e."'Cperience. If we conr1ition a po.rrot to say "Two plns two 

is four, 11 knowing tllut it has the capacity to learn simple 

phrases, we ought not to be surprised if it speaks the 

words back. But if, one day, the biid is heard to say "Two 

plus three is five, 11 then we shall either discover who has 

been sooretly coaching it or be ver3· surprisg:l indeeil. Now 

our believing in the continUEd existence of obj rots is like 

the parrot saying "Two plus three is five, 11 for althotlgh 

experience teachers us to expoot coherence in the impress

ions we perceive, it does not, and obviously could never, 

teach us to expect perceptions to continue to exist when we 

do not pereeive them. The mind here actually imparts to its 

perceptions a greater regularity than they naturally possess. 

This is the first suggestion of the marmer in which 

the causal connE£tions of perceptions lec1il to onr cone ep

tions of obj ~cts. Tru{ing HUJ!le1 s example, the mind is oocus

tom~<:l to perceiving the movement o£ the door together with 

the squ€-ak, which is its effect. When presented only with 

the squ~'"lk, the mind makes a causal inference in the manner 

describa:1 above, concluding that the door exists though it 

is Wlperceived. This in turn supports the causal belief, for 

the isolated squeak can then be interpret€.(1 as a positive, 
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rather than a negative, instance of' the causal relation. 

Were the mind limits:l merely to its causal belief's, the fo~e 

of the connECtion would be weakened. By creating the "fiction" 

of a contillUEil ancl illdependently existing object, the mind 

is enabled to preserve and increase the o.l'der of its percep

tions. In a manner of spealting, the mi11cl' s propensity rein

fo:rces the ca.ttsnl inference, protecting it from the excessive 

clisconnectedness of experience. The two propEnsities together 

subdue a. chnos which would overwhelm the ttca.usa.l" propensity 

and greatly diminish its effectiveness. 

The second characteristic common to "obj reti ve" impre

ssions is the constru1cy with which they reappear in experi

ence. We must explaill the effoot of this constnncy upon the 

mind, says Hume, for coherence ancl the propetlsity it invokes 
I 
I 

are "too weak to support alone so vast an edifice, as it that 

of the continu1 cl existenee of all external bodies"(P.198-99). 

HWlle summarizes his explrulation before pres.enting it in 

detail : 

When we have been accttstom1 cl to observe a constancy in 
certain impression, ••• we are not apt to regard these 
interrupted impressions as different (which they really 
are) but on the contrary consider them as individually 
the same, upon aceount of their resemblance. But as 
this interruption of their existe11c e is contrary to 
their perfoot irletltity ••• we ••• are involv1 d in a 
ki11c1 of contradiction. In o~ler to free ourselves from 
(it we suppose) that these interrupt eel perceptions are 
connreted by n. real e..~istenc e, of which we a.re insen
sible (P.l99). 

As Hume i11teuds to explain why we impute a continueil 

and independent existence to objects, he must first mQ.ke a lear 

what we mec"Ul whell we speak of various ii!lpressions as being the 

impressions of an obj SJt. Although the perceptions are 
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distinguishable (and hence discrete) we treat thsn as one, 

supposing the objoot to be identical with itself at diffe-

rent times. But one impression gives the idea of Wlity; 

severul impressions give the idea of number or multiplicity. 

Betwixt tulity and number there can be no mEdium. • •• 

After one objoot is suppos'd to exist, we must either suppose 

another also to exist; in which case we llnve the idea of 

number: Or we must suppose it not to exist; in which case 

the first remains nt tulity (P .200). 

The escape from the dilemma lies in the relation of 

time to our awareness of mental contents. Time is the idea of 

the manner in which successive impressions appear to the mind. 

Now imagine a series of exactly similar impressions, among 

which the mind distinguishes no mark of clii'ferenc e. If' atten

tion is paid to the passage of time (by noticing the altera

tion of' other impressions, for example) then we distinguish 

among the msnbers of' the series and conceive the idea of 

number. If' only their invariable and uninterrupts:l similarity 

is attended to, then we conceive the iclea of W1ity. The idea 

of identity is a mixture, or confUsion, of the icleas of num

ber and unity. As Hume puts it : 

By this means we rnruce a difference, betwixt ••• 
obj~t and ••• itself, without going to the .. length 
of nUP.lber, and ••• without restraining ottrselves 
to a strict nncl absolute unity (P.201). 

But experience all too rarely provides the mind with 

conditions for the cone eption of identity. Even resemblillg 

impressions are interrupted in their appearance. Hume now 
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explains why the mind extends its identity-judgements to 

these faulty series. 

The resemblance of' impressions indue es in the mind a 

habit of recollecting thsn together. The habit or disposi

tion by which the mind rE.Calls an Wlillterrupts:l series is, 

to be sure, dii'f'erent from the habit by which it recalls a 

discontinuous series. But the two dispositions are alike 

(P.203), and just as the mind is prone to associate like 

impressions, so it is prone to confuse similar dispositions. 

"Whatever ideas place the mind in the same disposition or in 

similar ones·;u Hume says, "are very apt to be conf'ow1da:l" 

(P.203). 

No sooner has the mind confusa:1 its several disposi

tions and c1 enorn.inat€!1 the discontinuous impressions 

11 ic1enticnl 11 than it is thrown into the baldest contradiction. 

The successive impressions are obviously not continuous and 

Wlinterrupted. Hence they ought not to be calla:l identical 

(P.205). Confronted with this conflict, the mind chooses the 

bolder alternative, and rather thru1 doolare the impressions 

dif'f'erEnt, 11unit~s) these broken appeuranc es by the fiction 

of a continu'd existence" (P.205). Apparently this meru1s that 

the mind, in recollecting the discontinuous series, nf'ills 

in11 the lacunae by reproducing other res€i!lbling perceptions 

in positions where none were eA1Jerietlcetl. Hume says : 

Our mel!lory presents us with a vast number of' instnnc es 
o:r perceptions perfECtly resembling each other, that 
retum at different clistanc es of time, and after 
considerable interruptions. This reSEi!lblance gives us 
a propension to consider these interruptt:il perceptions 
as the same; and also a propension to connect thsn by 
continu'd a-sc:istence, in order to justify this identi·ty, 
and avoid the contradiction, in which the interrupt~l 
npp ea.ranc e of these perceptions seE'f.ls nro essarily to 
involve us (PP .208-9). 
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In the terminology which I have employed, the mind approaches 

experience with the propensities which, in the case of each 

objoot-belief, operate to develop two dispositions. The dis

positions together produce the idea of a contillUet:l and 

Wlifie:l object. 

Now let us pull together the results of the analysis 

of Book I, and see whether the interpretation outlinEd in 

Section II or this paper has been substantiats:l. It was there 

suggestet:1 that HtlJ!le had developE!l. a theors-· of mental activity 

ill which the lrey elanents are certain irmate propensities, 

nn.c1 the c1isposi tions which result when those propensities are 

"activatet:1" by sensation. I think it is now clear that the 

vnrious "principles" invoke:1 by IIune do have the chnro.cteris

tics of clispositions ru1d propensities. Consider first the 

role of sensation in the formation of empirical belief. The 

mind is presente:1 with a variety of impressions which rapidly 

come and go in regular patterns. Stimulatet:1 by these perc ep

tual regUlarities, certail1 mental propensities are a.ctivate:1, 

and the mind booomes disposed to reprocluc e its perceptions in 

imagination according to some established rule. TherE-~:G"P,~, 

this disposition crm be "touched off" by the appearance of a 

suitable impression, which acts as stimultls to the monel. The 

similarity to the conditioning of Pavlov• s dog is evident: 

first the bell ru1d salivation together (first the cause and 

effect together), then the bell alone (the cause alone), and 

by virtue of the conditioned reflex (the mental disposition) 
. -

the salvation (idea of the effect) oocttrs (is prcx:1uce:l). 

Fu:rthermore, the impressions serve as the incli viclua

tulg fc~tors of a disposition. For ~ample, the disposition 
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to re::ollect together the properties of gold may be based on 

a general propensity to develop st1ch "subst:mc e-disposition, 11 

but that the mind should associate hardness and malleability 

with yellow rather than with green is a result of the parti

cularities o:f sensory experience. We:ee the patterns o:f per

ception different, the mind would associate together dif:fera1t 

qualities. It is easy to imagine a well-oroered, comprehEn

sible world in which :fire is cold, rocks are so:rt, gold is 

brittle, a.ncl water tastes like honey. But in such a world, 

there would be causes and eff~ts and there wotlld be contillU

ous indepel~dent objECts, for our cone eption o:f causes and 

objECts depends on the propensities o:r the mtncl itself. With

out them, Htun.e tells us, "human nature (would) !mmEt:liately 

perish and go to ruin" (p.225). Thus the impressions o:f sensa .. 

tion nre the stimuli which activate propensities and indivi

duate dispositions. The 11perT!lallellt, irresistible, and univer

sal" principles, or propensities, lie ready for experience. 

The dispositions, on the other hand, wait upon experience, ,,_ 

for their individual nature is determina:l. by the qualities of 

the impressions. 

Finally, there propensities and dispositions are all 

me11tal principles, Hwne at times cone enls this important fact 

by his assoc iationistic language. In some passages he seems 

to suggest that perceptions are attracted to one another by 

a "gentle force" of association (pp.10-11), without the inter

ference o:f the mind. When he actually comes to describe the 

"transitions" and "principles of LUlion, 11 however, he mnkes it 

elear that the transition is a transition o:f the mincl :from 
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one p~ception to another; that the princip.le of Wlion is a 

principle by which the imagination r<:t:alls a set of percep

tions; and !n general that the propensities which precede 

experience and the clispositions which result are mental prone

nesses to reprocluce perceptions in imagination. 

We are now in a position to moke o. list or the pro-. . 

pensities which Ht1rne describes in Book I of the Treatise. 

Hume never groups th€f!l together in this fashion, bttt if he 

hacl, the result might well have been labelEd a "Table of 

categories, 11 for the propensities actually play a role quite 

similar to that of the categories in the Critique of Pure 

Reason. The list is as follows. 

1. The propensity to develop, w1der the stimulus of 

repeated conjWlction of resfl!lbling pairs of objects, a dispo

sition to reproduce the idea o·f the one when presenteil with 

the impression of the other. 

2. The propensity to develop, W1Cler the stinulus of a 

set of impressions which (by the first propensity) are con

ceivet:1 as causality interrelated, a disposition to reprocluce 

the impressions together, and by confusing the relatErl set 
. . . ' . ... . 

with a series of resembling impressions to conceive the repro

#t- clue~ perc ~ptions ns identical. 

a. The propensity to develop, Wlder the stimulus of a 

causal inference from a present object to an absent object, a 

disposition to conceive that absent object as existent, and 

hence to reinforce both the callsal inference and the belief 

in continued existence of objects. 
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4. The propensity to develop, Wlder the stimulus of 

a disc ontinuou~ series of res~bling impressions, a clisposi

tion to reprocluc e the series as if it were continuous, fill

ing in the lacunae with suitable ideas, and thus pe:rmitting 

the ascription of identity and continuity to the series. 

5. The propeusity to develop, under the stimulus of 

a present perception, a disposition to conceive an associatetl 

perception with a greater fi:rmness of belief, the more firmly 

the present perception is conceived and the closer the asso

ciation between thsn. 

The first propensity is responsible for our causal 

inferences. The s~ond, clealing with the "principle of union," 

the t,hird, which c1 ep encl s on "c oher enc e", ru1cl the fourth, 

whose stimulus is 11constnncy11 , are jointly responsible for 

our cone aptian of Wlif!Eil, independent, continuous obj~ts. 

The fifth propensity is the source of the belief in causal 

influence ancl an external world. Taken together, these five 

propensities comprise the principl:es wlltG'h Hume calls 

"permanent, irresistible, and W1iversal11 (p.225). The first 

four propensities determine which perceptions the mind 

reproduces, and the fifth dete:rmines the manner ill which they 

are reproduced. 


